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Game over for University gamblers
JoeBoylt
The BC News
All bets are off for almost 100
University students.
Acting on a tip from police informants. Bowling Green City
Police, in cooperation with University Police,
made arrests in
connection
with a large
gambling operation that has
been active for
two years. "Ab o u t two
months ago
[the University
police] were
working with some confidential
informants regarding a gambling
operation with a lot of students,"
University Police Cpl. John Shumaker said.
Following extensive prep-

Police search turns up drug paraphenelia, betting sheets
aration. Detective Brad Conner
of the Bowling Green Police Division, Shumaker and University
Police Sgt. Chuck Lewis served
Douglas Exman of 123 E. Court
Street with a warrant on suspicion of a gambling operation.
Exman is being charged with
gambling and operating a gambling house, both counts are first
degree misdemeanors.
"We have reason to believe
that this Is connected to an operation in another large city," Shumaker said.
Shumaker added that some of
the phone numbers involved in
the Investigation originated in
Ohio's 216 area code.
Conner said detailed betting
sheets were discovered by police
while searching Exman's residence. When the betting sheets

Internet hinders,
helps students
Aaron Epple
The BC News
The lines may seem endless.
The information superhighway titled the Internet is
everywhere, and the University campus is no exception.
Every day
countless
students use
Internet
programs
such as the
IRC, Gopher
and the
Worldwide
Web.
To some,
the Internet
is a convenient and Invaluable
resource. To others, programs
like the IRC are a potentially
destructive epidemic that
harms academic careers and
undermines education.
"If s so crowded in the labs,
and it's all some people talk
about," said Alan Coulaon, a
senior paleobiology major. "I
had a friend last semester who
played on e-mail 20 hours a
day and ate and slept the other

four. He failed out of school
with a grade point average of
0.0."
Jeff Scheid, a aophomore
criminology major, concedes
the IRC and the Internet can
be a lot of fun, but are very
easy to get hooked on.
"It Is addictive for some
reason," he said. "Last semester, I spent four hours at a
time once. I liked it because
you get to know people strictly
by personality. You take people at face value. It forces you
to judge what you really value
in a person."
Scheid said students talk
about a variety of topics.
"You can talk about
whatever you want," Scheid
said. "Most people talk about
sex. There's some weird people out there. One guy wrote,
'Ha, ha, Kurt Cobain is dead'
like 50,000 times."
Time flies on the IRC,
Scheid said.
"I dont think It majorly affected my grades, but I did
give myself the bare minimum
See INTERNET, page six.

were tallied, police said they discovered a gambling ring of over
100 people, predominantly University students.
Exman is owed over $40,000 in
recent debts, according to Shumaker.
"That is a significant amount
of money," Conner said. "Some
Individuals owe over $3,000 and
Mr. Exman owes $3,000 to an outof-town source."
A regular schedule was what
caught up with Exman." Conner
said police had information
showing that Exman collected, or
paid, debts on Tuesdays following major sporting events.
Police believed the transactions which would follow follow Super Bowl Sunday may be
the perfect time to arrest Exman.

"People were betting on the drugs, they came on a gambling
Super Bowl coin toss, playing the tip," said Josh Gomez, one of the
spread and who would score the students who was cited.
first touchdown," Conner said.
"However, they found marijuana
According to police, one Uni- that was for casual use only. The
versity athlete, who placed a ordeal wasn't about drug trafminor bet, was among names on ficking."
the list of bettors. However,
Bird, Thomas and Gomez were
police said no bets were placed cited for possession of drug paron any University sporting aphenalia along with University
events.
student John D. Fedele, who was
At the time of press, Exman present at the house when police
had not yet been arrested.
arrived.
A bank passbook from the ExBird and Gomez were also
man residence led police to exe- charged with possession of maricute a search warrant at 806 juana. The three men are to be
Scott Hamilton Street, the resi- arraigned in Bowling Green
dence of Todd Bird and Universi- Municipal Court at 10 am. today.
ty students Michael Thomas and
"I guess I was in the wrong
Josh Gomez. Instead of finding place at the wrong time," Todd
information on gambling, police Bird said. "The police came for
something that totally doesn't inturned up drugs.
"[Police] didn't come for volve me. We had a small amount

of marijuana for personal use
only. I don't condone It, I enjoy It
and its something I do. I guea*
'bong alley' will have two more
members to the family."
According to Shumaker, the
individuals on the list were code
named.
"Everyone was on the list with
a code name, but the phone numbers of all the people were right
next to the code names," Shumaker said.
Based on information received
from the two warrants, officers
will be checking phone numbers
against the phone book to break
the code.
Conner said it is possible the
people on the list will be charged
with related crimes.
At the time of press, Michael
Thomas and John Fedele had no
comment
Angelica D. Huesca contributed to this report.

Clinic bomber to be released
John Nolan
The Associated Press
COVINGTON, Ky. - An abortion clinic bomber whose scheduled release from prison has angered and worried clinic operators said Tuesday he doesn't consider it murder to kill abortion
providers.
"That's not murder ... that's
pre-emptive," John Brockhoeft
testified in Kenton County District Court. "It was to prevent
them from killing children who
are not born."
"I would have hoped that your
seven-plus years in prison would
have convinced you that these
kinds of acts do more harm than
good for your cause," Judge Martin Sheehan told him.
Brockhoeft made the statement at a hearing where his exwife, Bobbl Lovelace, obtained a
court order forbidding him from
coming near her. She said she is
afraid he will seek revenge because she alerted authorities that
he planned to bomb a Pensacola,
Fla. clinic in 1988. He served 26
months in jail for that attempted
bombing.
Brockhoeft has said, however,
Convicted abortion clinic bomber John Brockboert sits under guard in that he will obey the law and stay
Kentoo County District Court Tuesday morning. Brockhoert has been out of trouble after he is released
serving a seven-year sentencing for fire-bombing an abortion clinic in Feb. 17 from a federal prison in
Ashland, where he has served
Cincinnati in 1985.
four years of a seven-year sentence for bombing a Cincinnati

clinic in 1985. Authorities have
said his release is mandatory because of credit he earned for
time served and because he behaved in prison.
Sheehan issued a one-year order Tuesday that forbids Brockhoeft, 43, from committing violence or property damage
against Lovelace or three of their
children who are in hiding with
her.
The order forbids him to go
within 1,000 feet of Lovelace and
allows him to travel through, but
not stop in, a nine-county area of
northern Kentucky where Lovelace may be staying. Brockhoeft
could go to jail for up to a year if
he violates the order.
Lovelace cried and appeared to
be agitated while she testified.
She has said she was afraid to be
in the same room with Brockhoeft, who sat about 10 feet away.
Brockhoeft, from nearby Hebron, said he would not harm her
because his Christian faith teaches against acts of revenge. He
said he plans to live In southern
Ohio, but would not be more specific.
He admitted he beat Lovelace
in 1982 when he took their eldest
son from her. Brockhoeft said he
had won custody of his son but
had to take matters into his own
hands because authorities would
not help him find Lovelace.

Detective offers proof of abuse BY THE NUMBERS

Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - With giant
photos of a bruised Nicole Brown
Simpson projected on a courtroom screen, a police detective
told jurors Tuesday how she collapsed In his arms In the New
Year's darkness of 1989, shaking

and hysterical, crying, "He's going to kill mel"
"I said, 'Who's going to kill
you?"' Detective John Edwards
recalled.
"She said, 'OJ.'"
"I said, 'OJ. who? You mean
the football player?"'
"She said, 'Yes, OJ. Simpson
the football player."'

Edwards, then a patrolman
who was called to the Simpson
home on a 911 domestic violence
call, provided a dramatic opening
round for the prosecution's
double-murder case against one
of the nation's most famous athletes.
He described Ms. Simpson's
beaten face, cut left lip and
bruised forehead and told Jurors
how Simpson drove off in his
blue Bentley after being told he
would be arrested.

the University over the years.
one of them prior to going to bed A look at statistics that have shaped
111
>;"v*■"' ■■■ ■
that night with her," Edwards
said, adding that he asked for no
names.

Record attendance vs.
last attendance

Simpson appeared surprised
by Edwards' revelation. He
laughed and shook his head. In
cross-examination, Johnnie
Cochran Jr. provided the Information that a maid and a nanny
lived at Simpson's house.

Detective Mike Farrell, who
investigated the case days later,
Ms. Simpson told him the beat- testified that Simpson expressed
ing was part of a fight that start- regret and was "really remorseed when Simpson had sex with ful."
another woman in their home,
"He told me that he was sorry
then came to her bed.
for what he did to Nicole, that he
"She said there was two other didn't mean to harm her In any
women living In the house and way and would seek counseling,"
that OJ. Simpson had sex with Farrell recalled.
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Rule change will
benefit students

When we first venture off to college, images of new
friends, interesting classes and the freedom from
parents come to mind, but until recently the latter was
not entirely true for the women of McDonald East.
The Hall Council of McDonald East successfully petitioned the University to change the 12/24-hour visitation
policy to 24-hour visitation.
For several years, women have been complaining
about the strict visitation policy enforced in the residence hall. However, although discussed in the past, it
was not until recently that the women initiated the policy
change.
This move by the hall council proved to University
officials that the women were responsible and that the
old rules were out of date.
Such actions can apply to all facets of our lives.
All too often, because we are college students and have
been labeled the apathetic Generation X, we are seen as
children and are treated accordingly.
Such disrespect is both patronizing and demeaning.
The very act of being an on-campus college student
states that an individual is taking one of the last steps
toward adulthood.
A college should strive toward making their students
into more mature and responsible individuals. But growing up is a two-way street. You have to treat people like
adults for them to act responsibly.
This rule change is a demonstration of responsibility
by the women who are just looking for the trust they deserve. The News believes these women should be commended for standing up and demanding to be treated as
mature women instead of little girls.
This change also has the opportunity to benefit the
University by attracting more students to the hall. Students often avoided McDonald East in the past
because of the visitation rules. Although in a good
location, it's reputation preceded itself. With this rule
change, the question of whether or not men and women
should live in separate dorms at all may be asked next.
Certainly, it has been proven at this University and
others that men and women are capable of living
together under the same roof (but on separate floors)
without any more problems than occur at single-sex residences. It can also be argued that's it's unnatural and unhealthy in today's world for men and women to live separately. Even though the visitation rules seem outdated in
today's times.The News thinks it is beneficial to allow
both men and women to have the option of living in
single-sex dorms.
- - Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and lettes are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.

Don't play the blame game
I spent an pleasant afternoon
last week with a group of comrades in the warm and toasty
student union. Warmth and wit
were flowing like molasses until
we were Joined by a gloomy (and
pungent) aquaintance of mine
who, for the purpose of anonymity, will be referred to as Otis.
"My life is a swirling cesspool
of festering boils," Otis moaned.
Shortly thereafter he threw his
head back and offered a wail of
anguish, and then said no more.
"Otis has been depressed all
semester," a friend explained.
"He can't understand why so
many of us experience wild romance, carnal pleasure and tasty
intimacy while he is forced to
remain alone."
"Forced?" I asked. "Who's
forcing him?"
Otis' head rose from the table.
"I have never known the pleasures of a woman."
"Nor man." A friend added.
Otis moved his chair closer to
the table, and the unwelcome
; odor of unwashed armpit tinged
my nasal hairs.
"Women have no use for me. I
approach them, I talk to them, I
joke and kid around. I do and do
for them, and what thanks do I
get?"
"When was the last time you
went out with a woman?" I asked,
taking care to inhale deeply before turning to face him.
"Oh, every so often I have dinner with a girl at Founders, or we
rent a video. But she never sits
close enough to me for me to
make a move. And whenever I
talk of romance, the response is
always the same, 'Otis, I Just

ing, he'd said, and it was her fault
for not having a sense of humor.
This whole episode was typical
of Otis, and typical of many people. He was blaming the entire
female population for his lonely
nights. But what woman could be
blamed for turning down the opportunity of spending an evening
with a video, a cheeseburger, and
smelly Otis?
Our generation is facing a lot
of difficult problems, but a lot of
us spend more time blaming
groups of people for our woes
than we do trying to take care of
the problems themselves. We
blame the government, the opposite sex and poor parenting for
don't think of you that way.' It's all of our unhappiness. Many
so depressing."
blacks blame our nation's treatI took inventory of his attire. ment of their ancestors for all of
"Perhaps it's your slovenly ap- their problems. Instead of workpearance. That T-shirt, for ex- ing to make their situation better,
ample. It has an offensive phrase many of them claim that no progand is covered with brown and ress can be made unless the
yellow stains. There are holes in government rights the wrongs of
unsightly places, too."
the past few hundred years with
compensation.
His eyes, red rimmed and glossy from too many recreational
When affirmative action is imchemicals blinked twice and plemented, whites blame blacks
frowned. "This is who I am! Only for their failures and lost opporvain, superficial people alter tunities. Men blame feminists for
their appearance to attract a our society's loss of family vamate. I wouldn't want a woman lues. Feminists blame men for
who was only attracted to my everything.
clothes!" Each sentence was accompanied by a violent gesture,
Even if there is some truth in
and each gesture of his arms sent the accusations some of these
more foul business my way.
people make, when we blame
someone else for our problems
I took a moment to ponder Otis' we give up power over our own
plight. I remembered the vulgar lives. Most of the people and inremarks he once made to a wom- stitutions that are so often the oban I had been dating, and the con- jects of blame are in positions of
fusion he expressed at her angry great power. We give them more
response. He had only been Jok- power when we give up our own
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Although it is flattering to
those of us in the media to be so
highly regarded, I wonder If the
cockroach trappers might have
done better to send him to President Olscamp. It's possible our
president regards cockroaches in
much the same way we regard
dinosaurs - creatures that he occasionally reads about but has
little chance of meeting. Those of
us who pay his salary however,
find them frequent visitors to our
classrooms and eating areas.
The note goes on to say, "We
feel that some amount of our tuition should be available to prevent something like this." I
agree. Instead of spending one
dime on an opulent farewell
party for Olscamp, I suggest we
make a call to an exterminator.
Some of us are getting tired of
finding squashed cockroach remains on our lunch tables.
Roark UttleJUOd is a weekly
columnist for The News.
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What do you think of the computer facilities
on campus?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IRC has positive
effect on people
I've never had to wait in line
for a computer. There are so
many different labs, so usually
one's open somewhere if you utilize them all. I use the computer
labs mostly for my e-mail account and occasionally for word
processing and my computer
classes.
Margaret Strunk
Junior
Communications

I've found that if you get into
the labs early in the morning you
can get a computer fairly easily.
Later on in the day it's a lot harder. I've used the computers for
both e-mail and schoolwork. The
labs are top of the line as far as
technical abilities are concerned.

I have a computer in my room
so I usually don't have to deal
with them. I do think it would
help, though, if they opened up
all the residence ball lab*. I live
in Cooklln and the lab is Closed
there so my room hat become the
Cooklln computer lab.

The computers aren't accessible enough. There's way too
many people and I'm always
waiting in line. I'm glad they're
updating the labs though - hopefully they'll keep old ones and
move them into another lab. I'd
also like to see more effecttvenass In computer residence halls.
TUB Fierce
Political Science
Junior

Laurie Yarcho
Junior
Journalism

the BG News Staff
OMUL

free will and blame them for all
of our unhappiness.
If Otis would simply stop complaining and take a bath, his life
would change for the better.
Now that I've finished my sermon I'd like to turn my attention
to an interesting piece of mail
that was just delivered to the The
News. An envelope marked, "Open with caution! It may still be
alive." Inside was a hastily
scrawled note and a large cockroach. The note said, "After
overcoming the nausea, we felt it
best to make sure this little carcass got into the possession of
someone who could do something
about it"

Sean McCarthy
Technical Theater
Freshman

In his article "IRC not
necessary in labs," Chris
Zunic writes, "...I'm asking for
the removal of the IRC for the
simple reason that It serves
absolutely no redeeming purpose." Not only do I think that
this comment Is biased, but It
is completely untrue. I have
been an IRC user since September 1994, and I can safely
say it has affected my life in a
very positive way.
I have met many new
friends through the IRC, as
well as helped other friends to
meet people through it. Contrary to Zunlc's belief, the IRC
Is not a dating game. I am
aware that a few people come
onto the IRC to try this
"cyberaex" thing. However, If
one really thinks about It, how
desperate does one have to be
to try to get their kicks that
way? I have never attempted
this, nor do I have any wish to
do so.
Zunic also says that IRC
users can "have their own
false, personality and submerge [themselves in a] fantasy world. This Is true, but I
know over 35 people who frequent the IRC, and not one of
them uses an alternate personality. My friends on the
IRC know me as a sensitive
and funny person, and I can
say that I am no different In
person than I appear to be on a
computer screen.
I am also offended by Zunlc's next to last paragraph He

states that the IRC has its own
subculture. Is there anything
wrong with that? Alternative
music. Star Trek and religions
all have their own subculture.
All kinds of subcultures exist
on this campus alone!
Zunic makes it seem as If
there Is something wrong with
an IRC subculture. Sure, we
have our inside jokes, customs
and language. It's not a language, though, that someone
might look at and say, "What
the heck is that?" We abbreviate things because typing
canbeapain.
Zunic claims that we are
willing to replace reality with
this "fantasy world." To that
remark I say this: The IRC is,
for most of us, reality. We are
people who are friends in
cyberspace and also In the real
world. Talking to someone on
the IRC Is the same as talking
to someone on the phone. You
just type Instead of talk
As for the recording of all
IRC scripts, I can neither deny
nor accept this. I have no
proof as to whether it is done
or not, although I cant imagine why in the world anyone
would want to waste the computer space that would be required to store all this Information. It would seem to be
not only a waste of time and
money, but an Infringement of
our rights as individuals who
wish for privacy.
I hope my side of the story
has given the student body an
idea of our view of this situation.
Dana Evans
Freshman
Computer Art
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"Saliva is a very complex fluid with
many functions."
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Native American to
perform grass dance
at University

Eight years ago today, The Iota
Iota chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority was found guilty in Bowling
Green Municipal Court of hazing one
of it members.
They wre fined $150 plus court
costs.

NATIONAL Wciilhui
The Accu-Weather" forecast tor noon, Wednesday, Feb. 1.
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Last chance for
senior pictures

University seniors have
the last chance to get their
picture taken for the Key
Yearbook. Those who want
to have their pictures In the
yearbook can go to 28
West Hall to have them taken. A photographer will be
available from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Lupus Society to
have meeting
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See The Future. Use A Condom.

The Lupus Society of the
Arthritis Foundation will
have Its next meeting on
Feb. 12 at 2 p.m. The meeting will take place in the
Flower Hospital Rehabilitation Center.
Patrick Downing, Ph.D.,
will be the guest speaker at
the meeting.
For information and literature, contact the Lupus
Society of the Arthritis
Foundation at 419-537-0888.

ACROSS
THE NATION

On This Date

1995

Kim Hess, a resident adviser in Founders, is planning a program titled
"What's a Grass Dance."
Jamie Oxendine, a Native
American from the Lumbee
Tribe, will perform a grass
dance and explain tribal
cultures.
The program will take
place in the Founders Courtyard on Feb. 8 at 9 p.m.

-Earl J. Bergey, of the State University of New
York at Buffalo

Fleiss convicted
pandering charges

The five are reportedly relucon tant
to testify unless granted

LOS ANGELES - Five jurors
who convicted Heidi Fleiss of
pandering will be ordered to
court so a judge can ask if they
will testify that they broke the
law by discussing possible sentences for the reputed Hollywood
Madam.
Superior Court Judge Judith
Champagne told Fleiss' lawyers
Monday to subpoena the five into
court Feb. 6.
Fleiss, 29, was charged with
five counts of pandering and one
count of selling cocaine. She was
convicted last month on three of
the pandering counts. Authorities
said she ran a high-priced callgirl ring catering to wealthy
businessmen and celebrities.
Her attorney Donald Marks
wants Fleiss' conviction overturned, saying five of the 12 jurors
admitted they talked about penalties before convicting her. They
decided on the pandering convictions because they thought that
would carry a lesser sentence
than the drug charge, he said.
The panel apparently didn't
know Fleiss would be eligible for
probation on the drug charge but
faces a three to eight-year sentence for pandering.

immunity because Assistant District Attorney Frank Sundstedt
has threatened to prosecute
anyone who admits wrongdoing.
State law prohibits jurors from
discussing possible sentences.

Core rings warning bell
CHICAGO - The cops went in
looking for drug dealers and
found a heartbreaking scene Instead: 19 children, from 6 months
to 14 years old, crammed into an
apartment littered with feces and
crawling with cockroaches.
Now, a year later, the case that
Vice President Al Gore called a
"warning bell" for America's
poorest neighborhoods might yet
have a happy ending.
The children are in foster
homes and most appear to be
thriving.
"They're going to school, they're getting fed, they're sleeping in
their own bed," said attorney
John Savittieri, who worked for
the public guardian's office.
"They are in much better shape
out of the custody of the adults at
Keystone."
The situation quickly became a
symbol for the plight of America's drug-ridden urban neighborhoods.

MID AM MANOR
• NOWRENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
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L641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-43801

"People sat back and said, 'Is
this what is happening? Is this
where we're going?'" said Patrick
Murphy, the Cook County public
guardian.
Nine are with families who
would like to adopt them if the ir
parents' custody is terminated a step that is still months or even
years away.
Five of the children's six mothers, who are sisters, have been
convicted of misdemeanor child
neglect and endangerment. So
has one father. They avoided jail
time by agreeing to undergo various drug counseling and job and
parenting classes, but could still
be sent to jail if they drop out.
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Grandaughter Disco

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

Be a star in your own music video,
movie, or TV Show!!
When: Feb. 1,1995
11 am - 5 pm
Where: Student Services Forum
Cost: $2.00 per video made
bursarable
for more information call 2-7164 or 2-2343

CAFE
Bowling Green, Ohio
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get in touch with State Farm.
Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training. Stateof-the-art equipment. Excellent nay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments. Plenty of room to grow.
And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with .the social) cultural and
recreational activities afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
Stale Farm Insurance Companies Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois' An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Students can educate peers

Seminar targets
complaint filing
A —"'■""• to inform students and employees on how to exercise their rights will take place Thursday In the Taft Room of the
University Union at noon.
"Exercising Your Rights: How to File a Harassment or Discipline Complaint" will address the different ways students and
employees can make sure they are being treated fairly.
"A lot of people dont know what office they would go to or
how they would file a grievance," said Makeba Clay, cochairwoman of the Human Relations Commission at the UnlverSee SEMINAR, page six.

CONSIDERING A CHIROPRACTIC CAREER?
CONSIDER LOGAN AS ITS FOUNDATION

Logan College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications
for our 1995 entering classes in
January, May, and September.
Required al time of entry:
■Specific degree-level coursework from an
accredited college or university.
■A personal interest in a career as a primary care
physician.
Logan College offers:
■A professional school of 800 students with an
extremely low student/faculty ratio.

students gain active listening
skills, goal-setting strategies, referrals to departments and agencies and are able to plan tremenDaley-Perrin said. The class and dous programs and presentraining sessions help students tations."
develop communication and
Peer educators play a vital role •
group f aci li tat ion skills, she said.
"This Is a great opportunity in in The Well by contacting and
making a difference in someone working with resident advisers
else's life and developing your- and Greek Life advisers, Wright
self at the same time," Daley- said.
Perrin said.
University student Kim DeThe Wellness Center, another
place students can volunteer, has Tardo said she volunteers at The
about SO peer educators - all stu- Well because she is interested in
dent volunteers - to help and reaching out to students for a
healthy lifestyle.
listen to questions and concerns.
Interested students can vol"I am currently working on a
unteer as a peer educator at the
Wellness Center any time this presentation about body image
semester, said Jeanne Wright, and self-esteem," said DeTardo,
director of peer education at the a junior dual major in psychology
and sociology. "I want to inform
Wellness Center.
"Our student educators take a the students that dieting is not as
class In the fall," she said. "The important as eating healthy."

Services provide opportunities

Amy Johnson
The BC News

University students who want
to help others while learning at
the same time can become peer
educators through two campus
services.
The Prevention Center and
the Wellness
Center are two
offices students can call
or stop by for
prevention and
education information
ranging from
alcohol and
drugs to eating healthy.
The Prevention Center educates, creates awareness and
challenges students on different
viewpoints and perspectives,

said Jacque Daley-Perrin, director of the Prevention Center.
"Our main focus is educating
the students," Daley-Perrin said.
"We dont want students to physically, emotionally or academically hurt themselves because of
the choices they make."
Peer educators at the center
give presentations at residence
halls and classes. Students are
able to become peer educators
after going through a series of
training programs.
Students who are interested In
becoming a peer educator next
fall can visit the Prevention
Center for Information.
Prospective peer educators at
the Prevention Center must take
a 10-week training class and attend a monthly training session.

dJAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAQ UA(£

■Preparation for a career as a doctor, licensed as a
Primary Healthcare Provider in the United States
and all Canadian provinces.
■In five academic years, a combination of basic
science and clinical science with clinical
preparation, clinical performance, and chiropractic
concepts and practices.
■Accreditation by the Council on Chiropractic Education and the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools.
■A beautiful campus in the suburbs of a major metropolitan area with a low cost of living.
For complete Informidon, lust request our portfolio
by writing or calling, loll rree, 800/782-3 J4J
(lnCanida, ft'i MO/533-9210).

LOGAN

ULTRA TAN

SPRING BREAK
in
PANAMA CITY BEACH

325 Ei Wooster St.

Hotel only $161
Full Package $2S3 (includes transportation and hotel)

(

Hotel: Holiday Inn Sunspree
All Rooms are beachfront

Across from Toco Bell
&
Behind Victorian Salon

)

11 TANS FOR $25 • 25 TANS FOR $45
■ with coupon

Sign up in the UAO office
Room 330 Union Bldg.
For more info, call 372-7164
First Come - First Served

COLLEGE»OF«CHmOPRACTlC

IIS1 Schwtllcr RoadtBoi IMStCkntHfltld, MOO006-IM5

Dvn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn'

HOME FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. MIAMI - 7:30 PM!
Come help the Falcons tie the record for CONSECUTIVE HOME WINS m "The House That Roars'"

n

Only $1,722.92. Or about $33- a month.'

Maditfosh* Perform*
6368/250 wtlb CD-ROM, Apple" Color Phis If
Display, AppleDesigrf Keyboard and mouse.

In the time it takes to make
your first payment, there will
have been three Ml moons,
a change of season and you
will have written enough
pages to fill a small tome.

Only $3,29781. 0rabout$58.amonlb.'

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER/
Wrenot just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need—time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferrd Payment Plari, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

famUtcktoiC

7mt689J0wlta>4KJH/Hiltimi*Scm
15U^,AppUM^bybomdmdmoim.

erals without making a single payment for 90 days.* Combire that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer
k.1 Loan
&J-4/M1 and
CUIU 90-Day
7W l/OI
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
power every student needs. The power to be your best?

You can pick up a price list inside the dooi; first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
•Prices include sales tax, shipping* handling fee

I
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Budget hinders BG police
Nicole Pankuch
The BG News
According to the 1995 Bowling
Green police budget, two more
sets of wheels won't be cruising
city streets in the near future
Although the police department would like to add two more
bike patrolmen to the bike police
brigade, police commissioner
Galen Ash said this prospect is
not promising.
"We want to put more [bike
officers] on the staff, but it
doesn't look good so far," Ash
said. "Bike policing limits the
officer's area [that they can patrol]."
Citizens have responded well

to the bike policemen but reThe police department has a
cruitment for the police force hard time keeping up with the
has not produced good results, commanlty's request to run
Ash said.
radar, but Ash said they are "try"The bike police have a lot of ing to respond to the needs of the
potential, and had a great public public"
response, but it was basically
"We look at all the different
trial and error," Ash said. "I aspects [that the police addressthink that people who see them es] to determine what to imaround feel safer, especially fe- prove," Ash said.
male University students."
Ash said that the department
Another goal for the police will try to Incorporate public
budget is an increase in commu- opinion into their decisions by attending ward meetings.
nity policing.
In the department's five-year
"We're trying to adapt the
police department to fit the plan geared to preparing the
community, and trying to in- police for the year 2000, the
crease support in' areas with police hope to use community inproblems such as vandalism and put; however, the plan seems
stagnated at this point. Ash said.
assault," Ash said.

The police department is also
going to heavily emphasize traffic control.
"According to statistics, more
people die or are injured In the
city by traffic accidents than
from any other cause or from all
causes combined," Ash said.
Although this issue is incredibly important to the police force,
they can only spread their forces
so thin, so there is a tremendous
need for officers, Ash said.
The police will also add three
new patrol cars to the force in
1995 as a result of the levy and
the capital improvement fund,
said Colleen Smith, municipal
administrator.

Black History Month
celebrates tradition
Ann L. Sayder
The BG News
What was originally known as Negro History Week is now
Black History Month, and today marks the beginning of the
celebration of African-American heritage.
Carter G. Woodson, an African-American historian, initiated
Black History Month as a way of bringing positive recognition
to African Americans.
Woodson felt it was an important time period for African
Americans to recognize that they were more than slaves and
that they had a significant history.
Jack Taylor, assistant vice president for Multicultural Affairs, said Woodson felt it was important for blacks to understand and identify with their personal histories and contributions.
"It is necessary for blacks to understand that they have made
See HISTORY, page six.
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Enjoy Good Living In Haven House Manor
Apartments!

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 • 1:00

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:
900 + sq. ft. per apartment
2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
/
central Gas heating with Individual
apartment controls
completely furnished
L-shaped living-dining area
Insulated window glass
sliding glass doors
fast recovery Oas water heating
twin beds in each bedroom
built-in vanity in hallway
linen closet
resident paid utilities
48 two bedroom apartments

USA Raft

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

1-800-USA-RAFT
Cheat, New, NoVxhucky; NantahaJa & Ocoee Rivers
.

PO Box 277 • RowleiburtWV 26425

• wall-to-wall carpeting
■ sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped
with a Qas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steal
sink
extra large walk-in closets
carpeted halls and Inside
entrances
Ample off street parking
Gas-equipped laundry area
available In each apartment
building

.

(In door Ji*<it*d nuimmingpool, «aunu, Hydra • Spa Whirlpool* compUtm ««rcu«
mquipmmnt, complatm lockmr room and MaMMf facUitimi.)

ask about our other listings
'riViVrfVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV'iViVi'

UNIVERSITY UNION
♦Best Values on Campus

WEDN ESDAY
iunti-v<.ici

I:M:ICV

PHEASANT ROOM

Spaghetti
IUK40K1 Buffet
$4.95

All You Can Eat

Incl: Salad bar. baked
potato, veggie &
unlimited beverage

OPE*

4:30-7™

* Alt Student rncoi plan
card', occci
I

$5.20 ^

Inch Salad & garlic
bread
OPEN 5-7PM
* All students meal plan
cards accepted

Seniors,

You're
Out!
off the 1995 KEY
senior section
if you miss the last
portrait session now
underway!

This is your last session
and your last chance. Call nowl

372-8086

Call The KEY office today, 372-8086, to
schedule your session with our professional
photographer. Schedule now to ensure a
convenient sitting time.

Walk-ins accepted! Came to 28 West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
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Other Ohio often forgotten
Conference focuses on lack of state support for regions
Jim VI dan
The BC News
For the put year, the "Other
Ohio" campaign has been pushing to turn the attention of state
officials toward the Ohio that lies
outside Cleveland, Columbus and
Cincinnati.
Although
Wood County
falls into this
targeted region, county
officials appear to be satisfied with the
amount of state
support the
county has
Latta
been receiving.

Wood County Commissioner

Robert Latta said one of the goals
of the "Other Ohio" campaign
has been to get more state departments out of Columbus and
moved to other parts of the state.
Latta said he believes the state
has done an adequate job of attending to the needs of Northwest Ohio. He cited the Wood
County Economic Development
Commission and the state economic office in Toledo as two examples of how the state has
worked to maintain and develop
the economy of this area.
"Our unemployment rate is
well below normal, and we want
to keep it that way," Latta said.
The Wood County Economic
Development Commission has
been effective In recruiting and
keeping businesses in the area."
Tom Biaha, director of the
Wood County Economic Development Commission, said his
agency has a contract with the
state to serve as a small business
development center for Wood
County.
"A supplementary part of our
operation is geared specifically
to small business development,"
Blaha said. "We primarily serve
the county on a larger scale."
However, Blaha said since a
small business is defined by the

state as any company with less
than 500 employees, the majority
of businesses within Wood
County are subject to the commission's assistance.
"We can help a company prepare a business plan, as well as
help them find an appropriate
site to build," Blaha said.
Despite the normal atrophy
rate that accompanies small
businesses, Blaha said he believes the Wood County Economic Commmission has helped
many small companies stay in
business.
"We attempt to monitor the
progress of the companies that
we've assisted, and I believe we
have made a difference," Blaha
said.

"We applied once, and we
received funding once," Kalmar
said. "The money we received
came from the Ohio Department
of Transportation, but was administered by a council in
Toledo."
Blaha said he believes Northwest Ohio has had a positive relationship with the state due in
part to its good relationship with
Governor Voinovich, something
he believes can't be measured in
a dollar amount.
Blaha said Wes Fahrbach, this
region's connection to the governor's office, has done a good
Job expressing the needs of
Northwest Ohio to the governor's
office.

The Wood County Park District
has also received state support in
the funding of one of its projects.

"A lot has changed in the last
four years," Latta said. "Governor Voinovich has made a commitment to get into Northwest
According to Andrew Kalmar, Ohio as much as he can, and he
the director of the Wood County has been through this area many
Park District, state dollars were times."
used to help finance the construction of the 13-mile Slippery
Latta said he was also pleased
Elm bicycle trail that is to run with the attention that Governor
from Bowling Green to North Voinovich, specifically, has paid
Baltimore.
to Northwest Ohio.

SEMINAR
Continued from page four.

In The Student
Phone Directory
Yellow Pages!

sity. "That"s basically why we're
doing it - so people do know they
have rights."
Speakers will discuss all of the
different appealing processes.
They Include Marshall Rose,

director of Affirmative Action;
Richard Hebein, faculty ombudsman; Robert Cunningham,
associate director of Disability
Resources; and Derek Dickinson,
director of University Standards
and Procedures.
Rose said people who know the
rules of the system have an advantage.

"Those in the know are generally going to be better off than
those who are Ignorant," Rose
said.
Clay said the seminar, which
will last about an. hour, is open to
chairwoman of the Human Relations Commission at the University.

Shop smart! Shop locally!
Fear
test

m.iKe educaU'd uVubion:..

Sorority Rush!!

the April
start soon.
Spaces are limited.
Call TODAY!

info night

0 MCAT 0 LSAT 0
0 GMAT
0 GRE 0
OThtf Princeton Review 0
TIirn

n\ikit I'duCiiU'd UnciMun:

Sunday, February 5
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
in the N.E. Commons

INTERNET
Continued from page one

time to finish my homework," he
said. "You have no concept of
time on that. They should have a
rehab for it."
Piles of Information are available on the Internet, as well
John Hazely, a systems analyst
for Computer Services, said students could access historical
documents from Stalin, Smithsonian exhibits and bills In Congress.
"There are literally hundreds
of universities. Individuals and
organizations making information available on the Internet," he
said. "Someone from the University of Toledo could access our
BGLink to look up books in our
library."
Richard Sanford, a software
specialist of Computer Services,
said there are more personal
uses for the Internet.
"You can do calendaring and
scheduling," he said. "There's
computerized phone messages
and mailing lists. There's discussion lists about a subject where
people can ask questions."
Sanford agreed, though, that
most students use it to talk to
each other.
Lester Barber, the executive
assistant to the president and

part-time professor of English,
uses the Internet to talk to colleagues on campus as well as a
colleague in Slovinia, part of the
former Yugoslavia.
'It's something I would definitely use in classes were I teaching full time," Barber said. "In
one class, one of my students Initiated a conversation with me.
She had questions and it was a
convenient way to do If
Various University computer
lab technicians agree the Internet is popular with students,
although personal viewpoints are
mixed.
Gerard Aqulna of the Union
Lab said there is a steady line for
computer use.
"Some people might use It too
much," he said. "Some people get
stuck on the chat-lines, but I
think it's a good overall convenience."
An attendant in the Technology
Lab, who did not wish to be identified, said most technology
majors worked on their projects
more than the IRC and the Internet
An attendant of the Hayes Hall
Lab, who also did not wish to be
Identified, called the the IRC
"stupid."

HISTORY
Continued from page five

made significant differences in
America," Taylor said. "There
have been so many important Inventors, musicians and entrepreneurs who were black."
According to Lilian AshcraftEason, assistant professor of history, African Americans and
their accomplishments had been
omitted from American history.
"History in general was confined to slavery - the time period
before dispersion of Africans to
the Americas for slavery," Ashcraft-Eason said.
The celebration began as a
week in February from 1926 until
1976. As more discoveries were
made about the many contributions of African Americans, the
week became a month-long recognition, allowing more programming to take place.
February was selected for the
celebration because it Is the bir**\
month of two great aboliti<-

Abraham Lincoln and Frederick
Douglass.
Each year, the month brings
with it a new theme. This year,
the theme is Reflections on 1895. •
"Looking back to 1895 will
bring remembrance of three
great founding fathers of African-American history," Ashcraft-Eason said.
Frederick Douglass, W.E.B.
DuBois and Booker T. Washington were all vital in the history of
African Americans.
The emphasis on black history
began with hopes of eradicating
the myths and stereotypes attributed to blacks.
"Black History Month Is
necessary In that its main purpose Is to contradict the prevalent myths that are circulating
and to give more accurate information regarding black history
and culture," Taylor said.

aa»> *?tfc+

call with questions: Panhel 2-2534 or
Greek Ufe 2-2151
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Valeritines's Day
"Love Notes"
Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for $5 to make it extra special.
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¥
¥
¥
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Display ad
up to 60
words
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Name.
Address.

1x3
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Soc.#.
Phone #.
Size □ 1x8 - 810 d 1x5 « $20
□ Classified ■ $
ColorQ Yes □ NO = 8
Word Count
Meassage:

Classified ad
8 line mlntrrmtn

80* per line

10% SENIOR DISCOUNT honored for si regularly priced sffvktsowr $9.

EXTRA BONUS!

832 S. MAIN
(Next to Rite Aid)
352-9763
•

WOODLAND MALL
1234 N. Main St.
.
352-9084
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Wendy,
Roses are red,
violets ore bkie,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know; Who/ ,

T

^w^

VB&r

Friendly stylists, great prices
and no
K .
appointment is ever needed.

^rtalr ft Tanning Sotons
OKrKmiflaiaflUHur&OammCm.
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Deadline - Thursday. Feb. -8 » 204 West Hall » 4pm » Publication - Tuesday Feb 14
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BG men ready
to battle Miami
has been slightly different. Opposed to concentrating on
offensive production, we have
The last time the BG men's been focusing on our ability to
basketball team locked up with play defense. We have estabthe Miami Redskins, both teams' lished more specific guidelines
seasons were on the line. In the on what to do defensively," Lar1994 Mid-American Conference ranaga said.
Tournament, the Redskins ended
Miami will try to exploit the
the Falcons' campaign with a fresh Falcon defense with Devin
61-59 edging.
Davis, Derrick Cross and Landon
There is not as much at stake Hackim.
mis time, but the Falcons will
Davis, a sophomore forward,
seek revenge when Miami mar- leads the Redskins in scoring
ches into Anderson Arena at 7 with 16.3 points a game. Hackim
pjn.
follows by pouring in 15.8 points
BG, 5-3 in MAC play, trails the a contest, mostly from beyond
first-place Redskins, 7-1 in the the three-point arc. He has conMAC, by a pair of games.
nected on 39 treys this season.
"At this stage, Miami and Ohio
Cross, a senior guard, has
have established themselves as nailed down 23 three-pointers
front-runners," BG head coach and Is coming off an excellent
Jim Larranaga said. "It's our job week. The MAC declared Cross
to challenge these teams and its player of the week for scoring
bring them a little closer to the 20 points in two games and holding his combined opponents to
pack.
Marty Fuller
The Associated Press

1

HISS Hill III

El
77.4
52.2
36.5
68.7
68.5
+2.7
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Miami
Bowling Green
Scoring
FG%
3-PTFG%
FT%
Pis. Allowed
Reb. Margin
Last Meeting
1994 MAC Tournament

"These teams are extremely
hard to beat on the road so we
must take advantage of playing
them at home."
While the Falcons have Miami
in their own house, they are trying to adapt for the Redskins'
visit. BG, third in the league In
scoring, will look to focus more
on the defensive side of the ball.
"Our preparation for this game

72.4
45.9
33.9
66.6
65.9
0.0
61

4-21 shooting.
"Derrick Cross is the second
most dominant player in the
league, next to Gary Trent," Larranaga said.
BG will counter with offensive
play underneath. Floyd Miller
and Shane Kllne-Ruminski combine to average a little over 30
points a game.

Swimming and
diving teams
lose to Miami
Mike Wilson
The BG News
The Falcon swimming and
diving teams took out their
frustrations on Xavier University this weekend but then
fell to the Redskins of Miami.
BG won Friday at Cooper
Pool, as both the men and
women disposed of Xavier.
The women handed Xavier a
120-105 loss, while seven
different swimmers came
away with first-place finishes.
Janine Rakowicz placed
first on the low board and high
board in the diving portion of
the meet.
The men also boasted firstplace finishes, as seven
different Falcons won events.
The 121-105 win versus Xavier
marked the f'lrst win for the
BGSU men's team this season.
'It was long overdue coming
away with a victory," bead
coach Brian Gordon said. "Our
men are a better team than
their record shows, but you've
got to make your own breaks."
For the divers, Jason Loch
took first place on the low
board and finished second In
three-meter action.
Meet No. 2 of the weekend
featured the Miami Redskins
visiting Cooper Pool.
The Falcon women led for
the flrat portion of the meet
but then managed only six victories in a 189-112 loss to the
Redskins.
"I think the first third of the

meet we swam very well. We
matched Miami swim for
swim," Gordon said. "But then
the second third of the meet,
when our kids were getting
into their second swims and
the Miami kids were getting
into their second swims, they
really dominated us."
Of the 16 events in the women's meet, the Falcons won
five individual events and one
relay. Of the five individual
events, Cheryl Patteaon accounted for three of the wins.
She was also a member of the
victorious 200-yard medley relay.
"After the third event, only
Cheryl was able to win
events," Gordon said. "I think .
that was a big difference in
the meet."
In the men's portion of the
meet, the BG swimmers were
close - but not close enough to come away with a win.
"Three weeks in a row it's
been the same old story. It's
come down to one race," Gordon said. "One event could
have made the difference."
Strong performances by
Tom Stoltz, Guenter Miller
and Paul Henderson weren't
enough to carry the team as
they dropped a 126-117 decision to the Redskins.
Stoltz garnered three firstplace finishes, and Henderson
and Miller had two firsts each
in a losing effort

Th« BG Nt.iVSoii Weltxner
Falcon guard Denny Amrheln challenges an Eastern Michigan player at 7-1 along with Ohio University. The Falcons hope to avenge a 61-59
earlier this season. BG faces an important MAC game against Miami loss to the Redskins In the MAC tournament a year ago.
tonight at Anderson Arena at 7p.m. Miami is tied for the league lead

Cavs'Hill
elected
All-Star
reserve
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Dana Barros of
the Philadelphia 76ers and Tyrone Hill of the Cleveland Cavaliers were among 14 reserves
added to the NBA All-Star teams
today for next month's game.
Neither Barros nor Hill was on
the All-Star ballot, and both were
picked for their first All-Star
team.
Added by the coaches with
Barros and Hill as Eastern Conference reserves were Patrick
Ewing of the New York Knicks
and Alonzo Mourning of the
Charlotte Hornets at center,
Larry Johnson of Charlotte and
Vln Baker of the Milwaukee
Bucks at forward and Joe Dumars of the Detroit Pistons at
guard.
Karl Malone and his Utah Jazz
teammate, John Stockton, again
were picked for the Western
Conference team. Seattle SuperSonics also were tapped for two
reserves, Gary Payton and Detlef
Schrempf. David Robinson of the
San Antonio Spurs was added as
the West's reserve center, Cedric
Ceballos of the Los Angeles
Lakers as a forward and Mitch
Richmond of the Sacramento
Kings as a guard.
Ceballos Is another first time
Ail-Star, as is Baker for the
Eastern team.
The reserves were selected by
the 27 NBA head coaches, each of
whom voted for seven players
from his conference. Coaches selected two guards, two forwards,
one center and two wild cards. A
coach could not vote for players
on his team.
The starters were selected In
fan balloting and were announced last week.
Picked as West starters were
Charles Berkley of the Phoenix
Suns and Shawn Kemp of Seattle
as forwards, center Hakeem Olajuwon of the Houston Rockets
and guards Latrell Sprewell of
the Golden State Warriors and
Dan Majerle of Phoenix.

Falcon women travel
to MAC leader's lair
Dave Feltner
The BG News
It's amazing what a simple
two-game winning streak can
do.
The Bowling Green women's basketball team accomplished that feat last week with
back-to-back wins over Ball
State and Akron.
According to Falcon head
coach Jaci Clark, the brief win
streak has provided a big boost
for her team - something it
will no doubt need for tonight's
road trip to first-place Miami.
Tipoffis7p.m.
"That's something that was
one of our goals last week so
we're pleased with that," Clark
said. "That gives us some confidence and puts us in a position to make up some games in
the conference. That's why the
Miami and Kent games are
very big for us."
Last week's effort moved the
Falcons into fifth place in the
Mid-American Conference
standings, but this week will be
the true test for the Falcons as
Miami and Kent are two of the
premier teams in the MAC
BG has owned the Redskins
of late. The team has taken
nine of 10 from its foe, includ-

|U< UIVSMAH III
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44.7
34.6
63.0
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74.6
45.0
37.1
70
62.8
-2.6

65

Last Meeting

40

ing the last six, but Miami
heads into tonight's contest
with a 7-1 MAC record (11-5
overall). The Falcons check in
at 4-4 (6-10 overall).
"Miami's playing with a lot
of confidence, and they've got
three pretty big games coming
up," Clark said. "They play
well on their home floor, so
they'll be ready to play. This is
the last game before we [hit
the halfway point in the MAC

1

season], so I think it's a game
that's important on both of our
schedules."
Freshman Sara Puthoff continues to be dazzling from
three-point range. Puthoff
bounced back from a 1-9 shooting effort against BSU with a
26-point performance against
Akron that included four treys.
She ranks first among MAC
three-point artists, shooting
.473 (35-74) from behind the
arc.

Super Bowl goes down
throwing ratings bomb
Larry Slddons
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - When it comes
to television ratings, the Super
Bowl means super numbers. So,
while the San Francisco 49ers'
lopsided victory over the San
Diego Chargers had one of the
smallest audiences in the game's
history, it still produced the
number advertisers love, the big
40.
Sunday's game on ABC drew a

41.3 rating and a 63 share, according to figures released
Tuesday by A.C. Nielsen Media
Research Of the 29 Super Bowls,
only seven have had lower ratings, and five of those were in its
first five years, from 1967-71.
But there are numbers and
then there are NUMBERS. Figure that each rating point represents 954,000 television housholds, and ABC estimated that
the audience for the 49ers' 49-23

victory totalled 121 million people, about a million more than
expected.
"Obviously, the game was not
that competitive," said Andy Deltas, an ABC Sports T"*"-"tfl
"But that is still a strong number."
Strong for the network, which
carried its first Super Bowl since
1991, and strong for the adverSee Super towi, page eight
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Puthoff displays senior
savvy in freshman year
Scott IrowA
The BC News
One year ago, Sara Puthof f
was racking up big-time numbers for a small-time high
school in tiny Maria Stein,
Ohio.
The setting has changed. But
die Bowling Green freshman
guard's numbers havent.
Puthoff is averaging 14.3
points a game for the season,
second on the team and 11th in
the Mid-American Conference.
She is in the MAC'S top 10 In
four other statistical categories, as well.
These are big things for a
player just months removed
from a graduating high school
class of less than 100.
"I didn't expect anything like
this,'* Puthoff said. "Coming in,
I was just hoping to get playing
time. This is the furthest thing
from what I expected."
Puthoff has caught just about
everyone off guard with her
performance so far this season.
She has scored less than nine
points in a game only once,
when she only had three in last
week's win over Ball State.
They atoned that game,
though, on Saturday against
Akron when she popped in a
career-best 26 points. She hit
8-11 overall and 4-6 from

beyond the arc. The 26 points Is
particularly Impressive considering Puthoff only got 25
minutes of court time.
"We knew Sara was a very
good shooter, and that is why
we liked her and recruited
her," heed coach Jacl Clark
said. "I guess we didn't know
how consistent she would be.
It's kind of surprising coming
from a freshman."
Puthoff Is In the top ten in
the conference in a number of
different statistical categories,
from field goals to threepointers to foul shooting. She Is
first in three-point percentage
(473), second In free-throw
percentage (83.7), fourth in
threes made and 10th in field
goal percentage.
These numbers make Puthoff an overwhelming favorite
to be MAC Freshman of the
Year. They are numbers, too,
that even Puthoff herself will
admit are a little surprising.
"My senior year In high
school, I shot something like 45
percent from the three-point
line," she said. "It's something
you have* to let come to you.
You have to shoot it and be
confident shooting It"
Rarely can a team boast of a
freshman leading the way In
free-throw snooting. But Puth-

When's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

yOU WONT BELIEVE yOUR EVES
FREE
ADMISSION

AMATEUR CONTEST
S500 in Cash Prizes

wilh this ad
Youi signature
required Excludes

Toniqhl. you gel \o
or a iiidqp'

Th r BG NawaStau Wt lli.tr

BG freshman guard Sara Puthoff shoots against Akron. Puthoff Is second on the team averaslns 14J
points per game.
"■ "■ "

special events

FOXY BOXING

RtSTAURANT

SI00 COUCH
.INCE GIVEAWAY

Toledo vs Flint
Thursday. February 9

When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

every Tuesday

Open until 4am
every Thursday.
i
Friday.
& Saturday
HECfNTUMiNSCLUl

off has made 36 of 43 attempts
this season, leading die team
by over 100 percentage points.
"She Is very even-keel,"
Clark said. "She Is a good decision maker. She makes a lot
of good decisions without making many bad decisions. She
understands the game very
well and she is a good practice
player.
"I'm the most Impressed
with how well she knows the
game. She is a student of basketball."
Puthoff began the season as
the sixth player off the bench.
Her continued scoring, though,
warranted the switch to the
starting role. Ironically, her
first start came in the first
game of the MAC schedule, at
Western Michigan on Jan. 4.
She responded to her first
career start with 21 points that
night
"I was excited, but I was
very nervous," Puthoff said of
the WMU game. "Before the
game in warmups, I couldn't
concentrate very well. I was
missing layups right and left.
But once the game started, I
just kind of relaxed and played
my game."
She credits her teammates
with helping her with the transition to Division I basketball.

SHOWGIRLS

S. .1 Ucjiy Ones

172B E. Wooster Street

135 S Byrne Rd • Toledo ■ 531-0079

(Behind B.P. Station)
Mutercud/VIM accepted
Cmjr Out Available

SOUNDS UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS

TOLEDO
RECORD & CD
COLLECTOR'S SHOW
TOLEDO, OHIO

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5
10:00 AH- 5:00 Flf
ADMISSION $3.00

AT: HOLIDAY LNN SOUTHWYCK
2420 REYNOLDS ROAD
(EXIT 4 OFF OHIO TURNPIKE 80-90)

BUY ■ SELL ■ TRADE
MUSIC COLLECTABLE^ FROM THE

50s 60s 70s 80s 90s
LP's -CD's- 45*- 12 Incti ilnglea - Import*
poaler* - maijazinM - book* - concert photoa- vkteoa
1-iNrts • eaaaaOat - pint - patchea and much moralll

FOR DEALER INFO CALL Blaln at (616) 375 - 2776
DOOR PRIZES

starts with a
professional
management team!

Super Bowl
Continued from page seven.
Users, who paid a record $1.02
million for each 30-second commercial. If the game was onesided, analysts said, the advertisers still got their money's
worth
"The Super Bowl Is not about a

football game. It's about what
America does on a particular
Sunday in January," said Gerry
Dominus, of the J. Walter
Thompson ad agency. "For an
advertiser, there is no single
place like it."

The rating, a percentage of TV
households watching a program,
and the share, the percentage of
sets in use tuned in, were both
the lowest since 1992 and down
considerably from the past two
years.

Want to wish Someone Happy Birthday?
Anniversary... Congratulations?
Best Wishes on Special OccasionsPlace a 1x3 ad in
the BG News that:
Appears in the Classified Section
Offers:
•Variety of graphics to choose from
• Can be billed to Bursar account
Deadline: 2 days prior to publication date
Please call 372-2606 or stop by the BG News 204 W. Hall

FRAZIER BEAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $5,000
Head line: March I, 1995
The Frazlcr Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals
Special Benefits:
*No parental guarentee
♦Professional management
♦Full time maintenance service
*Recycable bins available
Check out these apartments:
228 S. College
801 Fifth St.
309 High St.
803 Fifth St.
824 Sixth St.

725 Ninth St
114 1/2 S. Main
709 Fifth St
117 1/2 N. Main
320 Elm St

Slop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure

was established In 1973 In recognition of Frazler Reams, Sr. and his
distinguished service In the broadcasting Industry as a member of
Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Two Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend
to pursue careers In public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting,
Journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community
service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior Is a
student with a minimum C J».A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two
semesters of his/her senior year.
Applications are available at the Mlletl Alumni Center.

Sports
■i1 ■
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Utah's Stockton looks
to break assist record

1KKK1 im MMW&

mmmmmuL

Bob Mlmt
The Associated Press

SALT LAKE CITY - John
Stockton likely will break Magic
Johnson's career assist record at
home Wednesday night against
Denver and the Utah Jazz guard
can't wait to be finished with the
hype.
It began with the start of the
season, his 11th with the Jazz.
Stockton had 9,383 assists, 538
short of Johnson's mark. What
had been a trickle of requests for
Interviews has now become a
flood.
After 14 assists in Monday's
115-80 victory over Minnesota,
Stockton was 11 shy of the record
by the Los Angeles Lakers' great.
Stockton dodged reporters
after the game but dutifully
made the rounds with broadcasters and sports writers following
Tuesday' practice. The Jazz public relations department made it
clear he must deal with this part
of his Job, he said.
"Ill be glad when it's over with
and we can go back to normal,"
Stockton smiled through gritted
teeth. "Normal is that we have a
pleasant but distant relationship
with you guys."
Stockton, 32, acknowledged he
has begun to feel the pressure.
"My wife [Nada] really wants
to get it over with because I'm
far from friendly around the
house right now," he said. "It's
just more than we're used to."

SPONSORED BY

1470 E. Wooster
Win a $10 gift certificate

APFtntwsuvcwiim
Utah Jazz guard John Stockton, left, passes over the top of Minnesota
Tlmberwolves guard Winston Garland. Stockton is on the verge of
breaking Magic Johnson's assist record,
It has taken the 6-foot-1 -inch
product of Gonzaga University in
Spokane, Wash, 859 games over
10 172 seasons the past seven as
the NBA's assist leader to reach
Johnson's record, set in 874
games from 1979 to 1991.

DON'T GET LOCKED OUT Q

Karl Malone, a favorite target
of Stockton's passing artistry,
said the assault on the record has
made him realize just how special his fellow All-Star is.
"I dont know if I appreciate
Stockton as much as I should because I expect so much out of
him," Malone said. "As a player, I
expect more out of Stockton than
any of my other teammates. I
sort of expected him to be the
best at what he does."

STUDY HARD!
Call or stop
in for a complete
listing of all available Apts..
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Mike Ka/.imnre
15-1

Marty Fuller
14-2

BG
EMU
WMU
Ohio
Ball St.

BG
EMU
WMU
Ohio
Toledo

Men
Kent at BG
Eastern Mich, at Akron
Cent. Mich, at West. Mich.
Miami at Ohio
Ball St. at Toledo

BG at Kent
Eastern Mich, at Akron
Toledo at Ball State
West. Mich, at Cent. Mich.
Ohio at Miami

Spring Semester
Mac Classic $150.00
Mac SE $142.50
(PLus Tax and Deposit)

KsM
Akron
Toledo
WMU
Miami

Kent
Akron
Toledo
WMU
Ohio

Dave Feltner
15-1

BG
EMU
WMU
Ohio
Toledo

BG
EMU
WMU
Ohio
Ball St.

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Mich.
Mich. St.

Illinois
Indiana
Penn St.
Minn.
Mich. St.

BG
Akron
Toledo
WMU
Miami

Kent
Akron
Toledo
WMU
Ohio

Illinois
Indiana
Penn St.
Minn.
Mich. St.

Illinois
Indiana
Penn St.
Minn.
Mich. St.

Big Ten

These systems have;
System 7.01,4MB Memory,
40MB Harddisk &
Microsoft Works 2.0

Illinois at Wisconsin
Indiana at Northwestern
Iowa at Penn St.
Michigan at Minnesota
Michigan St. at Ohio St.

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News. 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5
p.m. Friday. Unfortunately, last week we did not receive enough entries to give away a prize.

All Close To Campus

O. J. SIMPSON

Greenbriar Inc.

Guilty
Not Guilty
Could Care Less

352-0717

244 E. Wooster

Scott Brown
164)

E^g Women

Computers
For Rent

Call 372-7496 for details

Phone:

Cast your vote tonight!!!
on

W*.

XV

*

RiulioActive
with Mike and Norm

c*^

-V

ma, mtf^

CLEVELAND BALLET DANCING WHEELS
Tuesday, February 7,1995
-O^ 7:30 p.m. • Kobacker Hall
C.C Ol| A|t«cy
12M E. UMl St
CtenluAOH

FREE ADMISSION
For more Information call 372-2343

with our guesta Dr. Ronando Holland
and members of his Judicial Studies Class.
Tonight, 8-10PM
on 6gOAMgwTAI, Wood Cable Ch. SO

rawno

.... "Without hesitation, I recommend ....
Ml

Undergraduate Student Government -

fMMHUMUTt
>IlWSirai»M>rtltM

bw-3Grinem*

for students seeking to develop leadership, communication,
and organization skills, while at the same time contributing to
the welfare of their fellow students. ■
Dr.KwartWhipple
Vice President for Student Affairs

TREAT YOUR VALENTINE TO A BOWL OF CHILI or

Buffalo Breath
NACHOS
TACO SALAD
BUFFALITO

• CHILI DOC
DOC IN A BLANKET

\\n
i-««j«i»A»t'ATi

|pBdtkmsforUSSPrwWentla^
C«nplet8dpeilttons»i8byFebiniiry10J8B6it12:00r«. Becflons vM be betd on March 7 * and 8 *.
USG USG USG USG

J.SG .

-
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VALENTINE'S DAY SALE
Thro. MOOT bouquM lor $3.00. DHvorod onompus or an bo picked up tor olt-cmpus
stud*nts. Mon., Jon. 30-Fri., Fob. 3 In tn BA
A Mon, Jon. 30 - Wod. Fob. 1 m MBh Scoino*
teM 10arn-2pm. Don't torgot about that apodal
someone.

CAMPUS EVENTS

Mnd Control »Corr»ngl

• IHTOTHE STREETS •
gone Wo t» SUMS lately 7
Find out whal you'w b*«n mlMlng
■nighiusin Room 105 BA.
For MM Into. call Todd M 352-2986.
• INTO THE STREETS'

CITY EVENTS

HM you

ICENITE-AU.NITE
Thursday at Bralhaua
Bod Ice, Lite Ice. to. House
Also Long Island Ice Tea lor 11

"fMATh* Fuhlon Merchandising Auoc.
wil hold it* gmM meetingonWed.Fsb. 1.1 BBS.
G*i Involved In rrie Spring
Fashion Show I

Reggae tomorrow. Easy Street
The ARK Band
1 g and over (a** you In April)

LOST & FOUND

AFE YOU HAVMQ TROUBLE RECRUITMO
MEMBERS tor your organization? Then you
need io attend our worlujhop -Cre»tiv* Ftoeruliing TochntquM" which wil b* presented on
Wodnaodiy. February a. 1806 ai 700 p.m. In
the Alumni Room ol no University Union. For
mantkm, contact in* stutont ACDVI™ a-

BP gas card FOUND between the Union *nd
Eppler Center. Carl 372-3858.

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU 1995 Leadership Conf*r*nc*. -forging
Now Pette" F*bru*ry 4th, 9-5:30 in OUomp
Hall - Regisvx in 425 Student Servic**. Cott:
$25.00 - ch*rg**bl» io your burur accountl ?
0*1372-2151.

Christian wil
car* lor your child.
Call 688-0908

BURGER KINO BENEFIT BASH
BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB

COMPUTER BLUES?
Mac/IBM consulting In your dorm/horn*.
Cal Brian at 352-2540

WED. FEB. 1ST FROM 4-TPM
COME SUPPORT THE AD CLUB

For your Valentine: Personalized 9" H**n
shaped chocolate chip or sugar cookie. $500
each Free Delivery. Pre paid orders Cal
352-7878 tor mom into.

BURGER KINO BENEFIT BASH
DANCE FOR HEART
Roc Corner will hovo • dance-exerdee
MM to bonoUt Iho Amorieon Hoon Auoc
9:30-noon
S«urdoy.F*b.11lh
$5 doruMion SRC momboni
or collect donation and win pruesi

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billion in pnvats sector grants 8 scholarships is now available. Al students are eligible regardless ol grades, income, or parents
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Service*:
1 -800-263-6495 *xt F55441.

Fobruary Ssmlnar*
Tho Wowing Unlvoriiiy Compular Sorvicoi
seminars wil bo offered during the month ol
February. They ore tree and open to anyone at
BGSU. Pleaie call 372-2911 to regular lor tie
eomlnar*.
Getting Started on the Macii achoduled lor
Tuesday, Fob. 7. Irom 5 pm to 7pm In 126
Hayee Had. Thia seminar IntroduoM base
•Mm lor gelling started with Ihe Macintosh and
preiena me word-processing aoltware package Mknaolt Works.
Intro to Ihe IBM PC and windows is scheduled tor Wednesday, Fob 8. 6pm to 8pm in
128 Hayes Hal. This seminar provides a basic
orientation *> IBM personal computers and tie
Windows operating syslem.
internet lor Maclntoeh Users is scheduled lor
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 6pm B 8pm in 128
Hayes Hal. This seminar covers the Internet
•polcaaon* Eudora, NowsWachor. and Neis-

OOINOTODAYTONA7
$12> /person Booking direct Savesl Suites,
kitchenettes, al b**chlront In in* heart ol
Spring Br**kll1-*O0-*68-742i
Loving Mother will care lor children. Parttimarfull time. Cal 353-8110.
RESUME
Custom RESUMES laser printed on high
quality cotton bond paper. Reg. price
$85, BGSU student price $40.372-5155

PERSONALS

$ATTENTIONIt
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT.
Students:
National Company coming
. to interview in early Maichl
$i6O0-$2000imonthl
$■ SUMMER JOB'S

tnwmet lor Window* Uaaraia scheduled lor
Wed., Fob. 22, Irom 6pm to 8pm in 128 Hayes
Hall. Thle seminar covers me Internet applications over Ethernet using PC-Eudor*. VN, and
Netacap*.
kitro to BONet ia scheduled lor Mon., Fob. 27.
from 6pm to 6pm in 126 Hayes Hall. This seminar introduces BGSU'S ink to the Internet, including email, news, and gopher.

Co-op OHIO* 2-2451
'95 Bathing Suits Hav* Arrived'
Good Selection"
Col legiate Connection
531 RldgaSt.

352-8333

HEYGREEKSII
Order ot Omega application are duo Friday, Fob. 3, 1 MS by 5:00pm In 425 Student
Service*. Questions ■ Call Meg at 372-8707.

"COLLEGIATE

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
TRYOUTS"
February 9 @ 6:00pm in Anderson Arena Al
partiapanls must complete and Submit t/yout
packet prior io February 0. For more Inform*Con call me Volleyball Offios t? 372-7413.

HSA
General Meeting,
Tonight. »pm in the Honors Center
Bringatrlondl

•Wednesday Special' MT MUGGS '
12" 11tem pizza
and pitcher $5.50

S IT TMM TO GET OUT OF BOT HERE'S
YOUR TICKET - THE NATIONAL STUOENT
EXCHANGE PAOGR.AM.Fmd out more - attend the LAST into session on Friday. Feb. 3rd
si 1300m In me Faculty Lounge ol me Union.
Any ques.. call Co-op Program, 2-2451. Hurry,
Hunyl

1 or 2 temale roommates needed for Summer
ol ■95. Cal Michel* at 354-4082.
AGO* Basketball'AGD
Congratulations

LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY 71
The American Marketing Association and area
Businesses hav* put together ■ coupon book
wrtn over 40 coupons lor « low price of $5.00.
They will boon sal* Mon.. Jan. 30-FH.. Feb. 3
inir«>BA$Mrjn..Jan.30Vved.,Feb.1kiMarh
Science Irom 10*m-2pm. • you spend money
In BG, mere's a coupon tor youl SAVE I SAVE I
SAVEI

Intramural B-Bal team
on your
awesome victory 11
Way Io go Alpha Gamsl I
AGO'Basketball'AGD
Ar* you graduating In December?
We need one more lemal* roommal* lor Fall ol
■96. CM Mcnlkt - 354-4062.

MAKE YOUR OWN VCEO
February 1.1995
llarn-Spm
Student Services Forum
$2.00 per video bursarable
kxmorainlorrnationcU 2-7164 or 2-2343
MUSIC, MOVIE, OR TV
sponsored by UAO

Are you In need ol sound equipment
lor an avant or meet I ng ? ?
UAO has all you sound equipment
needs: speakers, mica, cords, stands, and a
mixsf for rental. We can also provide a
DJ or MC tor your event.
Call Steve at the UAO office. 372-2343
lor more information.

NOW CHARGE ITU
Papa John's now accepts Visa A Mastercard
C*IINowll3S3-PAPA

Attention University Ambassadors:
Remember, mar* Is NO regular
meeting TONIGHT tor February.
Encuiv* board ONLY wil meet
tonight at 9301

PUMA- MM«ngThura..F«b.2lnroom2a7
Olscamp at 7 p.m. Bruce Klopt*nsl*in.
T-CCH«*lnlro«1UMyo«ilPlrMrn»t
ReeruUng al Amaamr Comedtonsl
AMATEUR COMEDY NIGHT- FEB. •
$30 pm in me Bowl TJ Greenery
FIWCTTOTOPCOaalDIAHS

TOL BOTTOM UNK

Affordable
Seminary Training
jUa*aBt*rl I1A..-MJXC, D. Min.
• OaijdjAdminurfration
• Oriatian Educatioa
• r**li*al rrwin—linf

• g^stiJilFonaatioo
• »-■—-»—- '- n—eleiitl

C**unbu* and Detroit
TOTAL ANNUAL TUITION
Scholarship. Ar«itab*.
ASHLAND
THEOLOGICAL

ftt

at,
OB

LAGALAOALAOALAOA
The Lesbian and Gay Alienee
will hold a meeting mis
Thursday, Fab. 2nd
at 8:30 pm at th*
OR Campus Student Center
WMcsslsyHall.
TOPIC: FUNII
Bring board gameal
InlormstIon Una

372-0555'372-0551

Local company a**Mng Accounting
Mudent with 3.0 OPA lor
Summer t Fall Co-op Portion.
$1,650;monlh. Stop by
238 Ad. BIdg. 2-2481 dslslle.
LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY7I
The American Marketing Association and area
businesses have put together « coupon book
with over 40 coupon* tor a tow prlc* ol $5.00
They will be on sale Mon.. Jan. 30-Fri.. F*b. 3
in me BA and Mon . Jan 30-Wod . Feb. 1 In
Math Science from 10am-2pm. It you spend
money In BG, there's ■ coupon for youl SAVEI
SAVEISAVEI
O0K mambers: Our n*Xt meeting
wil be W*dn**day, F*bru*ry 1
in 104 BA at 9 PM
PAPA JOHN'S
Now Accepting Visa ft Mastercard
Call Now 353- PA PA
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to our
Brother oldie Year:
Todd Klelsmll

enjoy me atmosphere $ great service.
Paofial'aPlna 945 S. Main
|

Can you walk backward* and talk at the
asms Mm*? It so, me Office ol Admissions
nisds youl W—now six*****! applminns
C becomes CAMPUS TOUR GUIOEI Slop by
110 Mcfeii Censer to pick up an application
•rough Feb. 1*. Cell 372.9866 tor more inforrotton!
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Camp Wayne tor Boy* and Girts, NE PA (3
hrs/NYC) - Sports oriented. Couneelor/SpecislisIs tor all land/wassr eports. Camping, Qimbkigrnopee, Mountain BUong, Computers, A$C, Video, Radto. On-Campus Wervtows Tuesday, February 28 PtMM cM
1-$00-82S«747 or 515-683-3087.

WE UmONLY

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE 10 P.O. Bon
10075, Otatio.KS 66061.

HELP WANTED
It 750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
tor Into cal 202-298.9085
•"SPRWO BREAK $*~
Armrica'* 11 Spring Break Company I
Cancun, Bahama*, or Florida!
110% Lowest Price Guaram**l Orgaraze 15
friends and TRAVEL FREEI Call tor our Irvjlaed 1996 Party Schedules! I (800) OS-BREAK
1995 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
T AS.P. lm*m*Dorwi la looking tor highly motivated, hard working student to kUn our management firm. Gain valuable experience to Improve your resume. Average earnings are between $8,000 -10,000. Positions ar* available
in select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canton. For more information call Matt Scherer @
1-800-543-3792.
250

COUNSELORS

ft

INSTRUCTORS

reMsMI
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Man*.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Kenirworth, NJ 07033 (908) 278-0998.
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITES M
NY, PA. NEW ENGLAND. Chooae from over
30 compa. Instructors n**d*d: T*nnls, Baseball. Hockey, Rollerbladlng, Soccer, LaCrosse,
Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, PE Majors,
Gymnastics, Riding, Lifeguard. WSI, Waler-skiIng, Sailing. Windsurfing, Fitness, Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering, Rockdmbing,
Ropes. Dance, Piano Accompaniast, Dramatic*, Ceramics, Stained Glass, Jewelry,
VrVood-Working, Photography, Radio. Nalur*,
RN'a, Chefs, Food Service. Call Arktn*:
1-»00-443<428:518-433-8033.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Need ■ summer job? Don't wait til th* last
minute I Yogi Bear's Jeiiystone Camp Resort Is
looking tor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate and direct acnviues tor ■ family camping facility We are tocatad near Aurora, Ohio
just 5 miles from Sea World of Ohio. Experience ia preferred, but not n*c*ssary. Living fecilitms ar* available. Males or females are encouraged to apply, interviewing will be done at
the Resort. I interested, aend your resume to:
Jeiiystone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua OH 44255

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
RUinLUV?
Send HSA carnationsi
on sal* in me Union loysr
Mon. Jan. 30-Fri. F*b. 3,9am-4pm
1 lor Jl 'elorSS
cash, check or BURSAR charge
SAE-AXO
The slslsrs ot Alpha Chi Omegs
Wish to express thalr
thenke end appreciation for
a wonder tul High Society!
W* had a great time SAE'al

AXO-SAE
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA FROM *S1 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE *4FO.) 800-4B»8828.
Tell a friend yu'.* care I
S*nd HSA carnation.
on sale in me Union foyer
Mon., Jan. 30-Fri., Feb. 3, g*m-4pm
1tor$i'6for$S
cash, check or BURSAR charge

UAO need* Carl cat u rials
Are you a talented artist who can
draw cancatures. it so. w e need YOUI
W* ar* looking tor 4 talented
caricaturists for UAO s Winter
Extravaganza Feb. 25,7-11pm
Will pay $25 for entire eve. p*r artist
Contact Lrxi at UAO 372-2343
VALENTINE'S DAY SALE
Three balloon bouquet for $3.00. Delivered encampus or can be picked up for off-campus
students Mon.. Jan. 30-Fri. Fab. 3 In the BA
and Mon.. Jan. 30-Wed. F*b. 1 In Math Sdenco from 10am-2pm. Don't lorget about that
aceicial aomeon*.
WANT TO BE AN ATHLETE AT THE
INTER-COLLEGIATE LEVEL?
Can you run let* m wind?
Hit like a bitch?
THEN PLAY RUGBY FOR BGSU

CAUL353-12B0
WE ARE ONE WITH CHRIST
Come join us tor our multl-eulturel worship
al the University Lutheran Chapel Sunday
Feb. 8 M 10:30pm W* ar* located on E.
Woosnr across Irom Rodgers. Al nationalities
and «g»«ar»w*lccjn*Hrj^p see yrxj morel

WANTED
1M. roommate for Fal ■» and Spring -98
Furnished 2 bdrm apt. to shar* with 2 m.
Phone 352-6142 ask for Scon
2 Summer Sublessors ■ to share
1 very k). bdrm. In 2 bdrm. house
Close to campus. 353-0630

B.G.'s on*/ Fireeld* Dining- Bring a Friend and

• Miucal Studiast

• Chriatiaa Hiatoi7;Thetilo*r»
• BUcs Church Studio*
. CamrchMuaic

Kappa Kappa Gamma
OpenRuah
Tuesday, Jan. 31
Thursday, Fab. 2
8:00-10:00pm
at the Kappa house in
New Fraternity Row
(ConklinB)
Kappa Kappa Gamma

LAGALAGAI.AGALAGA

total 372-2643.

SIGN UP SN UAO OFFCE (330 UNION)
JAN23TOFEB!
Csl 2 2343 or 2-7164 tor Mo.

HEYGREEKSII
Order ol Omega sppllcallone are due Friday. Feb. 3,1995 by 5:00pm In 42$ Student
Service*. Ousoltono ■ Call M*g at 372-8707.

F/M Subtoaasr needed ASAPii
Own room ft own bafi.

Call 352-2397
Roommates needed lor a
5 bedroom house
Call 353-7042.
Summer subtoaasr wanted. Own bedroom and
batiroom. ArC Dishwasher, blocks Irom
campua. Cal 352-7734.
W* need 1-2 Mai* or Female roommates tor
summer and/or '96-"96 school y*ar. Low rent,
dose ID campus, rec* spvtnwnL Cat Heidi or
Lorl 362-6611.

WHMTHROP
TERRACE
When You 'Lease'
Expect It
' • Free Heat
I On-site Management
\ • 24-Hour Maintainence
10 Fully carpeted
, • Laundry Facilities
, • Ample Parking

BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions, BETTER pay,
BETTER choic* of location, BETTER chance
of being hired immediately. Management positlons available. 1-600-589-HAIR.
BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions,
BETTER pay. BETTER choic* ot
location, BETTER ch*nc* of
being hired immediately.
Management positions available.
1-600-589-HAIR
BGSU RECREATIONAL SPORTS
Interested in working al the Field House or Rec
CentarTI
Applications available at the Sludeni Recreation Center: Feb. 6 ft 7 beginning ai7:00 am.
Limited to 300.
BUSINESS/COMPUTER SCIENCE RELATED. ATTENTION 1ST OR 2ND YEAR
STUDENTS" Ideal hours and excellent pay to
fit your school schedule. 2-3 days a week. 2nd
shift position available with major Fortune 500
Company tor computer operator-monitor
Company will provide extensive training but
some computer knowledge required. Ideal
candidate will possess excellent people skits,
drive and initiative. Pleas* Call Today II Ask tor
Jennifer or Deborah.
KELLY SERVICES...
NEVER A FEE...
419-2920555
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed camp.
Pennsylvania, 6122-8/20/95. Have the most
memorable Summer of your life! Greet opportunity tor growth in personal, professorial *nd
par*nung skills. Counselors needed for: Tennis, Swim (W.S.I, preferred). Watarsknng, Basketball. Softball, Volleyball, Soccer, Golf, S.IID*lens*. Gymnastics. CheerlearJing, A*robics,
Nature-Camping. Ropes. Piano, Guitar, Calligraphy. Jewelry, Batik, Sculpture. Ceramics.
Drawing/Painting, Siikscreen. Photography.
Other Staff: Group Leaders, General, Bookk**p*r,
dnv*r/Vld*o (21*),
R.NA.P.N/Nurskig Students. Many other positions. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: March
8th from llam-llpm In me Fort Rm. of tie
Union To arrange a cm* call 1-800-279-3019
or 516-889-3217 or writ* 12 Alleverd Si, Udo
Beach, NY 11581. Include your telephone
number.
DAY8 9-3:30: EVE'S 3:30-10:00
Interesting telephone work from our BG office.
No *jcp. necessary. Must hav* good vole* ft
outgoing pereonality. Earn $7-B/p*r hour. Saiary plus bonuses Cast 352-5538.
DELIVER TELEPHONE BOOKS
No experience necessary. Deliveries start
early February. 38 people needed to deliver
your new GTE Bowling Green OH telephone
directories In: Bowling Green, Grand Rapids,
P*mb*rvH*, Heaklns. Bradner, Wayne, Rising
Sun. Bloomdale, Cygnet, No. Baltimore, Rudolph, Custar, Portage, Weston. Deehler,
VanBuren, McComb and surrounding towns
and rural areas. To become an independent
contractor you must be at east 16 years ok),
hav* me us* of an insured car. van, or truck,
and be available a minimuno! 5 daylight hours
daily. II you want to deliver you must cal to
ntaorvo a routo In your neighborhood. Cal
1-600-827-1200. Ask tor job *345-B.Betw**n
10am-6pmMon.-Fn.
AMERCAN DIRECTORY CORP. EOE

MODELSII needed tor fashion. For coversbeautiful laces, for hosiery-great togs, tor sho*
rrod*ing-* 68 shoe slz*. Send ht-wt stats ft
photo* (snapshots OK). No experience necessary. Studio West Fashion Photography Box •
8601 Toledo OHO 43623.
Our company la looking for individuals who
want to gain extensive management exp*ri•no* tils summer. Earn $8000 la $10,000 per
summer. Positions available throughout tie
Mdwest. 600-887-1980.
Painters, formen and managersl
Call College Pro Painlers
1-800-348-4849
Piarne help needed. Must be out-going ft Nke
to meetpeople. Work is mostly Frl. ft Sat. eves.
from 7-12. Must hav* reflets* trans. Some photography background a plus but not necessary.
Call i 800-944-1633 ask tor Bruce.
RESORT JOBS
Earn to $12mr. ft dpa. Them* Parks, Hotels.
Spas, ft more. Tropical ft Mountain d*sCnatlOns.Call 1-206-832-0150 «xlR5S441.
Run your own business. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up to
$10,000. Irrigation sales ft Installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinkler*
1-800-2651-7691.
SPRING BREAK '951 Guaranteed lowest
pnees USA Party in Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas, Florida. Padre. Organize group travel
frsal Call for info S prices. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800- 428-7710.
Summer Camp stall positions open. Large reeidentia) co-ed camp on Lake Erie at Conneeut,
OH. American Camping Assodalton aocnsdH•d. Program Includes aquatic*, equestrian activity, environmental awar*n*ss, aria A crafts A
recreation. Counselor & maintenance positions
open also. For staff application ft information
cal the camp director collect evenings.
218-984-9732.
Summer Counselors. N.Y. S. Co-ed
resident camp. Exp. staff preferred
Athletics, baseball, basketball,
tennis, hockey, swim., waterskiing
creative arts. KENNYBROOK igSouthway
Hartsdale, NY 10530.

(914)693-3037
FAX (914) 893-767$
SUMMER JOBS - COUNSELORS ft STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS. TOP SALARY
RMTBD/LAUNDRY. TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
MUST HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
Archery, Baseball. Basketball, Drums, Football. Golf. Guitar, toe Hockey, Lacrosse. Lifeguard. Nature, Nurses, Photography. Piano,
Pool, Rocketry, Rollerbladlng. Ropes. Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer, Tennis, Track,
Video. Watarskl, Windsurfing, Weights. Wood,
Yearbook. Call or write: Camp Winadu, 2255
Glades Rd„ Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL
33*31, (800) 494-6238.
Recruiter will be on campus
DATE: 2(21 TIME: 10:00am -4:00pm
PLACE: Ohio Suite, Student Union
STOP BY - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

The BG News
Advertising Office
Needs 1 student employee
Classified Advertising Typist
M.W.F: 11am-2:00pm
QUALIFICATIONS:
Computer experience
Profioent spetier/proot-reader
Detail oriented
DEPENDABLE
Start NOWI
Call Barb Miller 372-0328

FOR SALE
•1 Awesome Spring Break! Panama City 16
Days Oceanview Room With A Kitchen
$1291 Walk To Ben Bars! Includes Free
Discount Card Wh: ch W.I I S a ve You S100 on
FoocVDrinksl 1 -800-8786386.

FOR SALE
3 cushion sofa. FREE
823-1834 afar 8pm
For sal* by owner -2 bdrm. 1 story home.
Located on quiet street near university.
Call352-2770
MAC!NTOSHComput*r.
Complete system Including printer on*/

MM
Cal Chrle at tOO-28 9-5685.
OueenalzeWaterbed
FOR SALE $100 O.B.O.
Call Kristen sf 353-9037
Smitil Corona CXL-4700 typewriter, speU-write
rjaooary.$900BO.Cal372-1132afler6pm.
Tandy 206 dot matrix printer tor s*l*. $75. Cal
tor mor* inform etton. 353-3410.
.__

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. 1 block Irom campua.
Aval labl* February 1st
Call 354-1790
1 bdrm. apt do** to campus. Al util. paid.
eOOOrrno. Avail. May 15th.
4 bdrm. hcus*. large living room, do** to campus.$730/mo. Aval. May 18th. Cal 352-8*75.
1 or 2 females. Non-*moklng,
dose to campus. Indud**
utilities. 353-5074, Tim.
1 room lor rent In newly remodeled hous*. Wil
have access to kitchen ft laundry. Ample parking. Shared expenaes $ deposit 1 yr. lease not
reoulred.Fieecabts.Steve 352-1054.

353-0325 Carry Rental*
95-96 Apartment listings
630 N. Summit
316 E. Marry
3091/2 E. Merry
326Leroy-up
146S.Cosogo- studio apt.
Apts. 850 Scon Hamilton 2blks from camp.
Nice, turn . air. laud., reserved parking. 4 people max. No pen. 10 month lease $875/rno.
12 month lease $620rmo. 287-3233raft*r
5:00,287-4255.
Bowling Green Village Apartmenis. We hav* 1
A 2 bedroom apartments. Available for immediate occupancy. Prices start from $251 for 1
bdrm. ft 2 bdrm. for $316. C*l 352-6335.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-98 ft summer 1995
2BRft1BR units
Fulry furn. A a* conditioned
Convenient Locason
Reasonable Raws
Call 352-4966
Hous* 234 S. College. 1 1/2 bika. tram
camp. 4 people max. No pets, avail May 95'.
12 mo. lease. $575 per month. 287-3233/after
500287-4255.
HOUSES AVAILABLE 6795
3 bdrm, on Leroy, $856 ft u*L, 3 bdrm. on
Troup, $865 ft util., 2 bdrm. on Ada. $550 ft
util.. 2 bdrm. on Soierher. $875 ft UK. 1 year
toase. Cal 35X6982.
HOUSES FOR RENT
Local owners, all 12 mo. leas**, tenant* pay al
utilities, sec dep ol 1 mo. rent, rent paid quarterly, gas heat ft hoi water, parental guaraneM
required:
-730 Elm-2BR. 1 Bath $37S/mo.. aval In August 95.
-316 Ridge (Rear)-i BR. gas indudad, waslwr/dryer, $300/mo . aval May 95.
534 S. College- Duplex, 4 yrs. old. 3 BR, 2
Bath, air cond., alec. h*at. wa
sh*r/div*r,disbwash*r, $780/mo.. Unit A aval.Maygs.
Phone 354-2854 days, 352-2330 ovtrKYsga.
Houses, 1 and 2 BR apartments
1 year, nine month*, or summer leases.
352-7484.
SubwsMr Needed
Off campus apt. available Jan. 1995. Female
rmte. share with 3 girls. Cal 418-353-0523 or
412-835-0531
Siibktaaers o**d*d tor 620 881 St. *101 Ptedrnoni Apts. Sana May $381.25 Can 352-3430.

*1 Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspotsl
Cocoa Beach (Near Dianey)-27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights $1591 Key West
$2291 Dayton* Beach Room With Kitchen
From $12911-600-678-6366
»i Awesome Spring Breakl Bahama* Party
Cruise 6 Day* $2791 Includes 12 Meals ft 6
Free Partiesl Great Beaches ft NighOif.1 A
HUGE Partyl Spring Break Travel
1-60u-678«38a.
• 1 Awesome Spring Breakl Cancun A Jamaical Includes Roundtnp Airfare from Columbus A HoM For 7 Nights From $4391 Hurryl
Space Wil Sell Out! Spring Break Travel
1-800-67 6066.
1993 Geo Tracker, 5 sod., purple convertible.
Take over payments Call 419-433-7440, after
4pm.
Brother Word Processor.
WP3400. tul screen monitor.
$200 O.B.O. Cal 352-1*27
Don't miss out on DOLLAR DAYS al Nan/
Threads I Tons of great stun for only $1 each.
Thur*., Frl., Sat. Downtown BG. Part ol
proowd* to b*n*lll human* aockwy.

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Confidtrrual Hearth Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
ToMo.OH 43604;
1-800-589-6005

FOR SALE
Battjto.Call Chris*
352-1729. Prlc* Nsg

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
Am FORCE ROTC.
Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
iking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating great long-term opportunities. It gives you
the chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call Capt Andy Nagley 372-2176

/tJE»TjCA
Management Inc.
NEW NEW NEW NEW
Hillsdale Apts. 2bdrm flats, very
spacious, 9 foot celling, car
ports. 9 1/2 or 12 mo. lease.
Starts at $50O. _

Management Inc.
VERY LARGE 1BDRM, 215
East Poe Rd., all utilities except
electric. Starts at $310.
353-5800.

Management Inc.

• Playground

.830 FOURTH ST.

• Close to Shopping

352-9135
UeuUrahip EsnUsme* Start* Hm

the Willow House 1$ now leasing
for next year, lbdrm, gas heat,
A/C, starting at $310/mo.
353-5800.

